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In the 15 year history of Current
Contents publications,
the scientific
and information communities have written very little about Current Contents.
As its creator, I have found this rather
painful at times, but understandable.
Information scientists have a propensity
for complex systems. Current Contents
is so simple it defies the complex treatment accorded the more esoteric sy~
terns usually described in the documentation and information science journals.
]ss fact, most scientists today take
Current
Contents
so much for granted
that they cannot imagine how difficult
it was to sell the idea to the scientific
community. The emergence of Current
contents
as the most heavily used
information serwice in the world was
gradual-not spontaneous or explosive;
and, every FASEB meeting we attend,
every advertisement we run, every seminar we present, indicates that our job
has only begun.

B.B. and Purandare,

Another report from the National
Lending Library 3 confr.rms that CC
accounts for a large percentage of all
requests it receives.
Since CC is not new, and since its
preparation methods are interesting but
not absolutely earthshaking, I suppose
CC may never qualify as the topic of
or Science.
CC
an article in Nature
does use computer methods and production techniques that are not obvious
to the user, but after all, his only concern is that it remains prompt and
complete. With postal, air, dock, printers’ and student strikes occurring almost
weekly, this is not always easy; but,

perhaps even such august journals as
Nature might consider it newsworthy
that CC published its 650th consecutive
weekly issue without interruption.

Recently, CC@did receive some direct
attention. [n one case, a pair oflndian
scientists 1 indicated how important
CC was for that country. CC enables
1. Bannur,

scientists in developing countries to
keep in touch with what is going on.
An Austra.lianz has also written an
article indicating that CC generates
about half of all his reprint requests.
This confirms what we already knew
from reader surveys.
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